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Textiles Design Guide 5: Kites

Flying kites can be great fun but very disappointing when

the kite doesn’t fly or it crash-lands. A kite is usually a

structure made from a frame covered with a fabric. Here is

the general specification for a kite.

What it has to do:

✛ it must fly when launched into the wind;

✛ it should be controllable and stable.

What it has to look like:

✛ it should look attractive both close up and when in flight

Other requirements:

✛ it should be easy to transport and store;

✛ it might need to be easy to put together and take apart

Any kite you design and make should meet this specification.

The key to flying most kites is the bridle. This is the part of

the kite that is attached to the flying line. The kite must be

at the correct angle to the wind if the airflow over and

around the kite is to give the lift required to make it fly. It is

the shape of the bridle that governs this. Here are some

hints to help you set the bridle correctly.
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SAFETY NOTE

Never fly kites

near overhead

power lines.

Setting and adjusting the bridle
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Six kite designs

These two pages give details of six kite designs. They are from different countries and are known

to fly well. How well they fly will depend on two features ~ the care and accuracy of the

construction (you can find out about appropriate techniques on pages 211-212) and the skill of the

flyer. You can adapt the design of these kites in two ways.

You can change the appearance of the kite

By using different colours, patterns, symbols or images you will change the appearance radically.

This is a low-risk area of design as by altering the decoration you are unlikely to alter the flying

characteristics of the kite.

You can change the shape of the kite

You could make it longer, or shorter, wider or thinner. This is a much more risky business but very

intriguing.

Start with a design that works! Make a kite to this design and learn how to fly it. Then make a

second version with one small change. Test out how this change affects the performance of the

kite. If it results in an improvement, try to maximize this by increasing the extent of the change. If it

results in a poorer performance, then it’s back to the basic model and try a different small change.

In this way you will have lots of fun flying kites, get lots of experience in designing simple

experiments and you might just design a better version of a traditional design.

The Eddy kite

Typical size: 1800 mm x 1500 mm

Typical fabric: tyvek

Typical frame material: dowel

The Hexagon kite

Typical size: side length 750 mm

Typical fabric: ripstop nylon

Typical frame material: dowel plus balsawood

central hub
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The Delta kite

Typical size: 1700 mm x 220 mm

Typical fabric: ripstop nylon

Typical frame materials: dowel

The Nagasaki Hata kite

Typical size: 750 mm x 850 mm

Typical fabric: kite paper

Typical frame materials: split bamboo

The Wau Bulan kite

Typical size: 1500 mm x 1400 mm

Typical fabric: kite paper or tyvek

Typical frame material: split bamboo

The Box Delta kite

Typical size: 1900 mm x 900 mm

Typical fabric:  tyvek

Typical frame material: dowel

The information in the panel will help you design and make kites that fly well
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Kite charts

This chart lists the fabrics and thread you can use for

kites with a description of their properties.

This chart lists the

materials you can use

for lines.

Tape Comments

Ripstop nylon Comes sticky-backed, useful for repairs, decoration or reinforcing

weak points

Glass fibre Used to hold spars in place in simple designsand to secure plastic

reinforced tubing;

ripstop nylon take care when cutting as dust can cause allergic reaction

Webbing Canvas tape used for reinforcing areas of heavy wear or stress

Dacron Useful for spar sleeving, more durable than ripstop nylon

Double-sided Generally useful for joining surfaces of non-absorbent fabric

adhesive tape

This chart lists the tapes that you can use for strengthening and

reinforcing the sails on a kite.
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Line Comments

Nylon/polyester Inexpensive and widely available

braided More expensive but stronger than twisted

twisted More likely to break than braided but low cost

climbing rope Twisted core surrounded by a braided sleeve used

for giant kites

Spectra Thinner and less elastic than nylon/polyester

(braided therefore good where fast response is needed,

polythene) e.g. stunt kites. Must be used with sleeving

Fabric Is it Is it Is it easy to Is it affected Is it

lightweight? strong? decorate or by rain? expensive?

brightly coloured?

Ripstop yes yes yes no moderately

nylon

Tyvek yes yes yes no very

Silk yes not very yes no very

Paper yes no yes yes no

Polythene yes no no no no

sheet

Polyester yes yes n/a no no

thread
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This chart lists the materials and components you can use to complete the structure.

You can find out about the construction

techniques needed to make kites on pages

xxxx

  For frameworks The spars used in the framework have to withstand

compression, tension and bending. The thinner the

spar the more likely it is to bend out of shape and

break. The thinner the spar the lighter it is. Spars

have to be as light as possible but strong and stiff

enough to withstand the forces put on them.

  fibreglass rod Tube is available as both thick and thin wall.

  and tube

  carbon fibre rod Stiffer and lighter than fibreglass but more expensive.

  dowel Inexpensive and readily available.

1    bamboo A traditional material which can be split to size.

  For attaching lines Failure in these attachments causes kites to crash-

land or be lost.

2     O rings Tied to bridle and line attached.

3     D rings Sewn in with a tab and line attached.

4     swivels Provide easy attachment which prevents twisting.

  For joints These are important for ease of assembly and sound

construction.

  aluminium tube Provides a stiff joint.

  clear PVC tube Provides a flexible joint.

  For flying

5     handles Standard plastic for small kites. Heavy-duty plastic

for medium and large stunt kites. Wooden handles

for large kites but not stunters.

6     wrist-straps An alternative to handles but line cannot be stored

on strap.

7     spools In plastic with designed-in grip holes but not suitable

for large kites as they cannot carry enough line.

  Other components These allow a professional finish.

8     line tensioner Allows lines to be tensioned to bow spars.

9     notches Enable ends of spars to house a line.

10     end caps  Prevent spars poking through fabric housings.
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